I. INTRODUCTION
With the adjustment of railway productivity distribution, the needed operation links of railway freight delivery decrease gradually, and the parameters having influences on θ vary to different degree, of which increase constantly, and decrease gradually, while and change slightly. In the context of railway productivity distribution adjustment, average speed of nonthrough train, ordinary through train and fast freight train as well as daily average running tariff kilometer are analyzed, and the statistic results have bee arried out 2 average speed of each kind of train and the daily average running tariff kilometer obey normal distribution respectively. Finally, the daily average running tariff kilometers of freight trains before and after railway productivity distribution adjustment have been comparatively analyzed, which shows that the timeliness of railway freight forwarding n c test. The analyzing results show that: both the of freight forwarding includes m
II. ANALYSIS OF RAILWAY FREIGHT
Railway freight tran the time is taken for transporting freight from origination to destination with corresponding organization methods. χ improves constantly in the context railway productivity distribution adjustment.
The whole process ultiple links. The consumption time of every link and its operational efficiency may affect the entire freight forwarding time, which can influence the transit period of freight, as well as the formulation and achievement of the transportation organizations scheme and the transportation contract [1] . In recent years, a series of measures which involve in merging railway station and segment, shutting down the small intermediate station, developing strategic loading or unloading location, carrying out long locomotive routing, etc. have been taken to adjust railway productivity distribution. The implementation of above measures has been greatly promoted Chinese railway's transport capacity resource optimization allocation, realized the systematic speed raising of existing railway, and constantly upgraded the timeliness of freight forwarding, in the meantime, booming logistics have affect railway transportation product, and the whole process of railway freight forwarding is simplified, and freight forwarding time is shorten. Based on the research achievement of relative references [2] [3] [4] [5] and investigating analysis, adopting random process and mathematical statistics theory, in this paper the influences of railway productivity arrangement on freight forwarding time is analyzed, relationship between the railway freight forwarding time and transit Period which can provide a theoretical basis to further determining freight transit period and transportation organization scheme [3] . , and the whole pr freight forwarding is simplified, and freight forwarding .
A. Analysis of the Major Parameters which
me, boom railway on product ocess of railway time is shorten
Influence θ
The consumption time of every l ef ay e, w infl ll ran and alys ink and its operational ficiency m affect the entire freight forwarding tim hich can uence the transit period of freight, as we as the formulation and achievement of the t sportation organizations scheme the transportation contract. Based on above an is, the factors that influence θ
Under the precondition of satisfying the load level of ilway transportation devices, the labor intensity of workers, t reliability and connectivity of each link operation, the value-choosing standards of these parameters should be determined according to the level of rail trans rt organization, technical equipment and operationa ficiency in a certain period.
In recent years, Chinese railway productivity distribution has been widely adjusted. On the one hand, through the de ra he po l ef velopment of new freight products, the or ting and crew shifting system, as w ).
B ganization-mode adjustment of package freight transportation, and the development of strategic loading and unloading location, the process of freight traffic organizations has been optimized. On the other hand, the transportation organization level has been improved by constantly optimizing the distribution of locomotive, vehicle, transport, engineering and power devices, reducing the number of marshalling yards, implementing extended locomotive rou ell as by optimizing the wagon flow path and the train formation plan, and improving the technology of equipment. , and it can be approximated by normal
. On the other word,
can be used to check whether the sample size meet with requests or not [5] . The whole process of freight forwarding includes multiple links. The consumption time ever and its operational efficiency may affect the entire freight forwarding time, which can influence the transit period of freight, as well as the formulation and achievement of the transportation organizations scheme and the transportation contract. According to Pearson Theorem [6] n np
re fi is the observation freq ile pi is the probability that Whe uency of the i-th range, wh falls into the i-th range on the basis of the hypothetic theoretical distribution.
In th distribution, parameters just relate to degree of freedom R.
Where r is grouping number and s is the number of the unknown parameters that is needed to estimate the sample observation value in the theory distribution.
Given significance level α , if the statistics value and m
（9）
Then accept the hypothesis test.
， ， te t val number. 
, and no = According to the Sturges formula which is used to estimate in er n k lg 1+ =
（10）
Where k represents interval number, n represents sample size.
Then the interval number is determined seven at last. Taking   d rmal distribution. The c clusio ference [10] .
2) Statistical analysis of daily average running tariff kilometer ir l
The organization process of railway freight includes operation in loading station, technical station ,unloading station and general stations along the line. Operation efficiency and time consuming in each station may affect delivery time which is likely to impact on transit period finally. So, it is doubtable that with delivery time to analyzing the current transit period, it is really shows the railway transport equipment, technology level and organization efficiency.
According to Chinese railway fre gistics development condition, and the effects of logistics on railway freight transportation organization, based on the investigation on Beijing railway Bureau, engdu Railway Bureau and Guangzhou Railway Bureau, and random drawing freight of through train, ordinary through train, high-speed train, and rate-limiting train respectively 2847 groups, and railway freight ansit period and forwardi time of corresponding reight are analyzed. According to formula (6) , and results of inspection is According to 
Suppose
T=k ， then the probability is From the daily average running tariff kilometer of ailway freight transportation r l between 1979 and 997(see Figure 2) , it can be seen that the daily average unning tariff kilometer of railway freight transportation n this period still h ap uireme of curren ansit period, which is 250km (or 500km) . According to the sampling survey and analysis in reference [3] on railway freight transportation situations in 1999, the running tariff kilometer is 250.3km when the tariff kilometer is more than 1500km, while that has a certain gap compared with the requirement of the current transit period when the tariff kilometer is less than 1500km. The a zed, which shows that the timeliness of railw gistics development and railway freight product structure. It will be seen from this paper that the maximum difference value between the transit period calculated by present method and the practical forwarding time of freight is four 4.5 days, while it is only 0.8d by adopting new calculation method, which show that the method objectively responds the forwarding time of each kind of freight transport product der speed-raising condition. Consequently, relationshi between i T 1 an h the adjustm ution, the needed operation links of ra way frei 
